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Electron beam therapy dose calculation has become 
a great challenge in modern radiation treatment. 
Differences of tissues composition in human lead to 
unexpected dose perturbation and often neglected by 
dose calculation systems. On the other hand, metal 
amalgam causes a prominence streak artifact in computed 
tomography (CT) image thus contributed uncertainties 
in dose calculation. This thesis focuses on perturbation 
effect on electron dose calculation and provides a 
strategy in reducing dose errors in patient with amalgam 
fillings undergoing electron beam treatment. Effects of 
inhomogeneity and metal streaking artifact on Pencil 
Beam (PB) calculation were first studied. Comparisons 
between PB calculations with measurement data were 
conducted using 9 MeV electron beam. As a result, the 
PB calculation is suggested to be limited for regions 
where dose perturbations and streak artifact were trivial. 
In head and neck cases metal amalgam often creates 
streak artifacts that cause error in dose calculation. 
Therefore, the dose error was quantified in this thesis 
using Monte Carlo (MC) calculation. A metal artifact 
reduction (MAR) technique was applied to correct the 
images and as for consequences a better quality of 
images were observed. Total dose errors cause by 
streak amalgam fillings were observed as high as 44% 
by the comparison of pre and post corrected images. The 
improvement method included the reductions of streaks 
and correction of amalgam density in the images. The 
amount of dose perturbations caused by dental and dental 
amalgam samples was also quantified. MC calculation 
was utilised to provide a data on central axis depth dose 
and horizontal dose profiles. Obviously dose distributions 
were changed significantly due to interactions between 
electrons particles with inhomogeneous medium. Results 
showed that the scattered interaction predominate electron 
interactions in dental samples subsequently causing 
reduction of absorbed dose in dental. Whereas dental 
amalgam sample, demonstrated high dose absorptions 
via interactions between electron particles with amalgam. 
The need of MAR technique in dose calculation algorithm 
was further investigated. With the corrected image data, 
radiotherapy objectives can be achieved successfully. 
Considering this factor, this thesis suggests a precaution 
step to avoid calculation errors due to amalgam fillings 
streak artifact. With the number of vital and radiosensitive 
organs in head and neck regions, MAR technique was 
compulsory in this case. In conclusion, this thesis has 
explored the possibility of errors in dose calculation when 
high density objects present in the treatment field. Errors 
in dose calculation can be minimized if every uncertainty 
arises are handled carefully as suggested in this thesis.
the outliers along the frontiers of the original DEA 
models. However, when a sensitivity test using the 
Spearman’s Rank Correlation Coefficient was applied, 
the results showed that the original DEA models were 
not sensitive to the existence of the outliers along their 
frontiers. In addition, the original DEA models were 
also found not to be sensitive to three different input 
specifications. Therefore, the original DEA models were 
considered to be robust and appropriate to be used to 
measure efficiency. Overall, the results showed that 
the efficiency scores from the three input specifications 
were consistent and their means of annual efficiency 
followed the same trend. Using trend analysis, it was 
shown that UiTM faculties displayed a mixture of 
patterns in their efficiency performance. A group of 
8 faculties exhibited positive trend with non-science 
faculties consistently performed better than the non-
science faculties. Meanwhile, in the second stage of the 
two-stage approach, the influences of four selected non-
discretionary factors (age of faculties, percentage of 
associate professors and above, percentage of part-time 
students and ratio of non-academic staff to academic 
staff) on the efficiency of the faculties were determined 
using two statistical models, namely, OLS Regression 
and Tobit Regression. Both methods consistently show 
that the age of faculties has no effect on the efficiency 
performance across all input specifications. However, the 
percentage of associate professors and above and the 
staff ratio were found to be significant under DEA1 and 
DEA3 specifications. The first variable was negatively 
related but the second variable was positively related 
with efficiency. Meanwhile, only the percentage of part-
time students was found to be significant and positively 
correlated with the efficiency scores under all input 
specifications. In the second approach of the panel DEA 
model, the DEA based Malmquist Total Factor Productivity 
(TFP) Index was used to measure the productivity change 
of the 17 UiTM faculties during the study period. Using 
DEA1 and DEA2 specifications, it was found that on the 
average, the 17 UiTM faculties experienced a decrease 
in their productivity levels over the study period. This was 
due to the decrease in the technological change but with 
slight improvement in the technical efficiency.
